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Winter Newsletter
Nordic * Cycling * Climbing
“The Bend Endurance Academy promotes healthy living through active, outdoor experiences.
We emphasize teamwork, personal growth and community responsibility.”

Dakota Blackhorse von Jess won the US Skate Sprint
Championship at Soldier Hollow, UT in January
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FasterSkier.com
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Dear Families, Supporters and Friends,
A lot has happened since our Summer Newsletter. Winter is in full swing and programs are
running smoothly. All of our programs are bigger
and busier than ever. We have just turned 4 years
old and BEA has grown from 20 Nordic skiers to
over 500 enrollees this year! We wouldn’t want it
any other way. Our transportation matrix is certainly the busiest “file” at the Academy. With the
addition of a new van, use of a Cog Wild van and
the rental of a Central Oregon Breeze coach we
have been able to provide increased transportation to and from training. Your children love going
to practice in vans.
Thursday afternoon has become one my favorite times of the week as the ED of BEA, watching
Joe Madden, Stuart Smith-Blockley and Climbing Program Director Mike Rougeux come back
to the building after a Montessori climbing session. Can you imagine the stories from taking 4
and 5 year olds to the climbing gym? I am amazed
that they can even get all of the car seats in the
vans! Apparently “Gangnam Style” is a big hit
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Montessori Rock Climber top roping at
the Bend Rock Gym
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with this bunch. Mike assures me that all of them
knew the dance before they stepped in to the van.
Needless to say, the stories are hilarious. I give
the parents and Nancy Elkins at The Montessori
Center a lot of credit for allowing us to attempt
this feat. Our new school programs with REALMS
and the Montessori Center have been a huge hit
and are definitely helping more children to be active. We intend on adding more programs with
more schools in the future. If you are interested
in signing up for one of these programs, navigate
over to the BEA website. Our fresh slate of spring
sessions is ready for you! We have biking, spring
skiing and even a beginning kayaking program
available.
BEA coaches have also expanded their teaching repertoire recently. Cycling Director, Bill
Warburton, is teaching masters skiing; Nordic
Development Head Coach, Stuart Smith-Blockley, is teaching climbing along with Nordic Coach
Joe “Snow Rules” Madden. Rumor has it that Joe
heads straight over to the Bend Rock Gym after
ski practice so he can work on his skills. Climbing
Director, Mike Rougeux, has borrowed some Nordic skis and is putting his “Adventure Education”
degree to use out on the snow too! We even enlisted a parent to run the Youth Nordic Program.
Erin Biskup has done a smash up job keeping
coaches and kids safe, happy and moving. And of
course, Brenna and Bill are busy expanding their
skill set with the recent addition to the BEA family, baby Vivian, born on January 18. Congratulations to all of you and the other 12 coaches that
are putting their best foot forward every session!
And of course a big “thank you” goes out to all of
our very supportive parents - you are our biggest
allies by supporting your children’s interests and
speaking well of our organization to other families. Everyone is contributing to our success!
I hope you enjoy reading all of the updates and
entertaining stories that our talented staff have
crafted in this Winter Newsletter!
Ben Husaby
Executive Director

Meet An Athlete: Logan Danek

Age: 14
- What school do you attend?
Redmond Proficiency Academy
- How long have you been climbing?
A little over a year.
- How long have you been climbing with the Bend
Endurance Academy?
Since September of 2012.
- Goals for you within the next year of climbing?
Making it to Divisionals for ABS next year, as
well as climbing a v7.
- How has climbing with the team helped your
climbing?
It’s made me a lot stronger, better at teamwork, and more focused and determined
- Favorite aspect of climbing competitions?
Supporting teammates and competing with
yourself.
- Any tips or advice for people looking at getting
into rock climbing?
Yeah, if you’re thinking about it, grab your
friends and just go to the gym for a while and
just check it out. Join a group like the BEA team
or league, or take a summer day and go out to
Smith with a rock climbing guide.

Meet A Coach: Aiden Washatka

How long have you been coaching with BEA?
Since December of 2012
- What is your favorite aspect of Nordic skiing?
I love being outdoors. I love being able to go
fast or slow depending on my mood and I like the
adrenaline rush of competitions.
- What has been the most rewarding part of
sharing your passion of skiing with the BEA team?
Seeing the look of pure joy on the kid’s faces
when they realize they can do something they
never thought they could do, like when someone
makes a turn without crashing, and they realize
that Nordic skiing isn’t all about hard work, but
it can be fun, too.
- What is your favorite group ski game and why?
Soccer, because its hilarious to watch the kids
try to do something that is normally totally comfortable for them, but in a completely different
element and still having fun with it.
I have a different perspective of skiing now
that I have been coaching. I’ve gained a greater
appreciation for the coaches and what they did
for me when I was a junior skier.
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by Dakota Blackhorse

It is said that it takes a village to raise a child.
When it comes to developing ski racers, that is
a gross understatement. As the reality of events
(National Champion?!?) started to sink in, I tried
to run through the list of people who impacted my
skiing over the years. It seemed like every person
I thought of triggered memories of the person before, and the person before that… All the way back
to my friends in Junior High School in Pocatello,
ID who began this incredible adventure with me.
But for all the lucky flaps of the butterfly wings,
shifting winds of fortune in my favor, there is no
doubt that in the end, the hard work, dedication,
and incredible relationships within a small group
of people have made this all possible.
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and Ben celbrate at the finish.
By Audrey Mangan/FasterSkier.com
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The growth and maturation process I’ve gone
through as a ski racer is best described using the
analogy of climbing a set of stairs where there is
an endless number of steps, some large, some
small, and it’s not clear until you’ve arrived at the
next one that anything has changed. Sometimes it
takes even longer to realize how you got there. But
this year at US Nationals, it really sunk in. With
the perspective of years of racing in many different environments, it has become so clear that our
team (our athletes, our coaches, and the all different folks we work with out there in the ski world)
functions at a very high level. That makes it easy
for me to go out and do what all of these years of
training have prepared me for: to perform.
Everyone has butterflies before a race. I even
get nervous before hard interval sessions! But
rolling into the venue at Soldier Hollow, all those
butterflies went away. Seeing the race course,
everything went into autopilot. We train eleven
months of the year preparing for single moments
like this, and while that thought can (and certainly
has) inspired an incredible amount of fear and
nerves, it doesn’t any more. Everything is taken
care of: the training is done, the skis will be fast.
Food, housing, literally every component except
what I physically need to do on the race course is
squared away before we even leave home. With
support like that, it makes my job of going as fast
as possible from start to finish almost easy.
Winning a national championship is always some
part skill and some part luck. I’ve been trying for a
long time to realize this dream, and it takes a long
time to get to a place where it’s possible. Now, I’m
in that place. One of the most incredible parts is
that I realized that everything doesn’t have to be
perfect. Deep down inside, I think everyone who
supports me knew it was possible for me to win,
but on that day, given that course, those closest to
me thought it was going to be a stretch for me to
win. But with all the pieces coming together – my
growth as a racer, the strength of the team behind

me, all the support out there on the race course, and just a little bit of luck – great things happened.
As I moved through the rounds, my top competitors slowly faded away until, in the final, it became a
three man battle up front. From start to finish, I simply allowed my experience and training to work for
me. Working hard when I needed to and staying in a smart position until, with the finishing stretch wide
open in front of me, I finally gave it full throttle. With Ben yelling, “This is your time!” from the trail side, I
skied the race of my life. Years down the road, I’ll look back and see this as just one more step, but now,
in the moment, the sum of everything that has put me here boils down to this:
National Champion.
If you’re reading this then you, too, have been part of this adventure. Thank you for all of your support!
I’m incredibly excited to see where this journey goes next.
-Dakota

Nordic Development Team Report

by Stuart Smith-Blockley

As the first half of our season has come and
gone, it is refreshing to look back and reflect on
what a great start we’ve had to the 2012-2013
Nordic Development Season. With early, plentiful
snowfall, we had pristine conditions to introduce
our new athletes to the sport and to admire the
improvements in our returning skiers. The diversity of our large group has allowed for experienced returning athletes to become great role
models for our newer athletes in the program
who can learn and hopefully become leaders of
our program themselves one day.
The success of our HUGE Development program
is due to our incredibly talented staff. Joe Madden,
David Kurtz, Tim Gross, and Aidan Washatka have
all done a great job of customizing their coaching
Photo: Sam Biskup won his division at the
styles to fit the needs of every individual in the proRace of the Methow. Curt Hawkinson photo.
gram. The benefit of our deep coaching staff is the
variety of instruction the athletes receive by skiing with different coaches throughout the season. We
all have different coaching styles and approaches to the sport and, in my eyes, this combination is
the most beneficial tool we have for teaching our young athletes. Because everyone responds best to
different styles of instruction, having this breadth of coaching perspective ensures all of our athletes
receive the coaching they need.
I speak for all of the Development Coaches when I say I have thoroughly enjoyed working with each
and every athlete in our program. From those who have been skiing all their life and look forward to a
future of racing in the sport to those who had never been on Nordic skis before their first day of practice: your smiling faces everyday are what gives me and the rest of the coaching staff true satisfaction
in our jobs. I appreciate the hard work of the coaches and commitment from the skiers.
We all enjoy great support from the parents and I look forward to finishing out the rest of an already
stellar season!
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by Bill Warburton

Our long cycling season wrapped up with Cyclocross Nationals in Verona, WI. Donovan Birky and
Cameron Beard continued their training through
the cold weather and short days of December to
remain in perfect form for Nationals. We were
lucky to have snow in town for riding at practice
because the course ended up having a little bit
of everything from snow, ice and sloppy or sticky
mud.
Donovan did not have any USAC points coming
into the 13-14 Junior men’s race so he had to start
at the back of the field. He rode very well, passing
over half the field to finish in 18th.
He said, “Nationals was a great experience,
getting to race against the best kids across the
country. This was my second nationals, and only
my first cyclocross nationals, so I was still trying
to get used to the atmosphere. It was a bummer
starting in the back, as I couldn’t move up very
quickly, but there is always next year.”
Cameron Beard raced in the 15-16 Junior men’s
field. He had a front row start thanks to attending
several US Grand Prixs across the country earlier
this fall. “I got bumped around at the start,” he
said, but once they hit the first hill he moved up.
He said, “It was a battle for fourth.” The top three
riders had a gap but Cameron stayed with Gavin
Haley from Kentucky until the last lap when Gavin
got a slight edge. Fifth place for Cameron is an
outstanding, but not unexpected result. He was
5th in the 13-14 race last year and has been on the
podium in every race this season. Cameron said,
“My goal is to win nationals next year.”
The offseason is short. Cycling starts up again
in March. I’m looking forward to a bigger mountain biking team at the races, more cyclists riding
after school, more opportunities for our Development Team and an overall stronger program. We
had over 300 cyclists in 2012 and I’m sure we’ll
see some additional growth in 2013.
This time of year, people often ask me about
how our team trains throughout the year. Although
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the winter seems long, we can find opportunities
to ride outside almost any week of the year. The
Competition Team starts riding outside as soon as
the time changes in March and some of our most
important rides happen in April and May.
With this proper base, riders gain strength and
endurance to feel their best in June and July.
Those who have been racing usually take a break
from heavy training in August to give their bodies
a rest before coming into the Cyclocross season.
We ramp up training through September and October with the goal of peaking again either in November for State Championships or December for
those going to Nationals.
Cyclocross Nationals moves to Boulder, CO for
2014. We’re planning on driving a van to allow
more riders to come on a reasonably affordable
and logistically easy trip. So put it on your calendar now and start your training with us this spring!
Stay tuned to the website and Facebook pages
for programs as they come up this spring.

Photos:
Left Coach

Bill checks the bikes
before a cyclocross race. Right
The Cyclocross Team at Heiser
Farm Junior and High School
Race. Below Cameron Beard on
his way to fifth place at Cyclocross Nationals in Wisonsin.

The Bend Endurance Academy is offering innovative outdoor education opportunities for all
REALMS students. Explore kayaking, mountain
biking, rock climbing and Nordic skiing over
the course of the school year. Choose one or all
sports.
Navigate in the forest, problem-solve on the
climbing wall, discover our amazing trail systems, learn how to read the river and launch
a lifetime of athletic and personal enrichment
through playful activities!
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by Mike Rougeux

At the Academy, I work as a climbing coach with
young climbers. Some of them are in their teens
and at a very advanced level while others are as
young as four years old and new to the sport. Previously, as a guide for adult clients, I have lead
people with skill levels ranging from those who
have never climbed outdoors before, to those who
were climbing well into the 5.11 range. What I have
found to be the most common thread between all
of these ages and ability levels is the complete joy
I’ve had working with all of them. Whether someone is a complete beginner, national level competitor, or seasoned veteran, rock climbers demonstrate focus and determination. This inspires
me to guide and coach.
Earlier this fall, a friend of mine sent out a request to local climbers for someone to give him a
belay out at Smith Rock for a day. His old friend,
Fred Beckey, was coming to town. For those that
do not know, Fred Beckey is one of the most prolific first-ascensionists in North America. His
climbing career spans eight decades. His notoriety comes from his bold first ascents and his contributions include extensively researched guide
books that will surely inspire climbers for many
decades to come.
Eight decades. At 90 years old, Fred has been
climbing his entire life, and climbing has been his
entire life. The three of us spent the day enjoying the fall sunshine on a handful of routes out at
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Smith Rock State Park.
For me, it was incredibly rewarding to climb
with a living legend of our sport. I was inspired as
I watched Fred’s determination and focus as he
climbed. It’s the same determination and focus
that got him through many unplanned bivvies in
the North Cascades, and up so many first ascents
that are still to this day regarded as bold and daring.
The following day, I was in the rock gym coaching the competition climbing team. All of the combined years of climbing experience within this
group doesn’t even add up to a fraction of the time
Fred Beckey has spent in the vertical realm, but
they all possess the same key trait of determination and focus. I’ve witnessed this throughout our
recent competition bouldering season, in particular at our Northwest Regional Championships. On
the day before the competition, most of our athletes spent 16 hours driving Montana through a
huge winter storm and many were up for over 20
hours. Any one of the climbers could have started
making pre-competition excuses of not feeling
ready or being too tired, but no one did. Instead
of self-doubt and negativity, everyone decided that
we hadn’t driven16 hours for nothing, so they remained focused on their performances.
We had our best competition as a team, ever.
We took more podium finishes than any other
team and finished 2nd in the team standings. I’m
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Climbing Team
practicing at the Bend Rock Gym
Top A Montessori Rock Climber
Below Fred Beckey top roping at
Smith Rock

looking forward to seeing the same level of commitment and determination later this month when Walker Davis, Tristan Helmich and I
travel to Colorado for the Bouldering Youth National Championships.
After returning from Divisionals, I found myself loading car seats
into our vans with Brenna Warburton and Stuart Smith-Blockley for
an afternoon with our four and five year old Montessori Center rock
climbers. This new program has been fun and rewarding because
of the opportunity we have to expose these young students to their
first rock climbing experience. As our little climbers enter the Bend
Rock Gym for their first time, it’s not uncommon to hear phrases like,
“This is the coolest thing ever!” or “I wish I could live here!” What
these pint-sized climbers lack in experience on the wall they more
than make up for with their adventurous outlook and determination
to push themselves higher and higher each time they step off the
ground.
I couldn’t have spent my week sharing the sport of climbing with
a more diverse group, and what’s more, the commitment, focus and
determination from all of the participants gave even more meaning
to the term “life sport.” The age difference from our youngest climbers to Mr. Beckey is about 86 years! If I’m lucky, maybe some of the
climbers in our Montessori Center rock climbing program will help
put up the rope for me in 40 years’ time.

Featured Sponsor:
Focus Physical Therapy:
“We are proud to support the Bend Endurance Academy! We
love BEA’s involvement and spirit - we routinely see the athletes,
coaches and family members at most of the local sporting events
we cover, and we are always impressed with the culture, professionalism and pure fun of everyone we see. Encouraging youth in
outdoor activities and sports is important to us and helps foster a
climate and culture of fitness and activity that is a healthy part of
life, and has a positive influence on our kids and our community.
Go BEA!”
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Nordic Youth Coach and BEA Parent: Erin Biskup
Recently, a friend of mine offered for me to pick an Angel
Card, and my word for the day was “Patience.” It reminded me of
all the people who have told me lately that there is no way they
could do what I do, which is teaching young children to ski. They
claim that they “wouldn’t have the patience.” I ask, what is there
to be patient about?
I get to ski at a beautiful SnoPark close to town, with excellent grooming, and I get to do it with 40 young skiers! Honestly,
being with this group of athletes is the reason I make it up there
on weekends.
Each practice starts out with the Great Equipment Search:
“Nope, not mine.” “Mine are shorter.” “Mine are longer.”
“I think mine are redder.” “Mine were prettier…”
Then we head over to put the equipment on and start warming up. Inevitably, many of these young skiers need help with the
process. While we assist some with getting their boots into the
bindings, a couple more might need to be pulled out of tree wells. Photo: Ani Husaby enjoying her
As a coach, I just have fun and joke around. With smiles on every race in the Patagonia Pursuit.
face, it all just happens.
Curt Hawkinson photo.
Next we go to the meadow and split into groups. I am usually
with the beginners and while it is challenging to find 57 ways to explain how to glide on one ski at a
time, I never run out of patience. I might be at a momentary loss for words, but I watch the skiers and
see the determination, desire, the bit of a smile when they “get it,” and it all pays off. Sometimes we
just let them lie in the snow, or ski through the trees and I remember that we are all here to have fun!
All of our BEA Nordic Youth Club Coaches feel very fortunate to be able to be on the snow, skiing,
and spending our weekend mornings with such a great group of young athletes. Thank you for your
family’s participation in the Youth Club Program. We’re looking forward to next weekend!

Please consider making a tax-deductible donation to the Academy to help us keep our tuition
costs low. We provide many complimentary services for our athletes that are not covered by tuition.
Now with over 400 families involved, we’re providing more wax, more bike tubes and requiring
more storage space.

Get the latest news and
updates as they happen!
Find us on Facebook!

Help us with your
donation today!

facebook.com/bendendurance

Upcoming Events
February 21		

Cycling: Planning Meeting for Comp and Devo Athletes 5:30PM

February 23		

Repeat Performance Beer & Gear Benefit

March 1 – 3		

Climbing: USA Climbing Youth National Bouldering Championships

March 5		

Cycling: COMP Cycling Begins

March 11-17		

Nordic: Junior Olympics

March 23 – 30		

Climbing: Bishop Trip

April 3		

Nordic: Spring Skiing Wednesdays Begin

April 23		

Kayaking: REALMS Kayaking Begins

May 8			

Wednesday After School Mountain Biking Begins
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Photo Our

Masters Nordic
Skiers after a great lesson
on perfect snow at Meissner Sno Park
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The Bend Endurance Academy is proudly sponsored by:

Thank you!
SM
SM

Board Members:
Adrienne Graham, Board Chair
Maria Madden
Gene Fitzsimmons
Jim Helmich
Jane Widmer
Email our board: info@bendenduranceacademy.org

Bend Endurance Academy
500 SW Bond Street, Suite 142
Bend, OR 97702
www.BendEnduranceAcademy.org
info@BendEnduranceAcademy.org

The Bend Endurance Academy is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization
that operates under a special use permit from the US Forest Service.

